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OSP14 Job fails on introspection 
2 messages

Arkady Shtempler <ashtempl@redhat.com> Tue, May 28, 2019 at 4:07 PM
To: Derek Higgins <derekh@redhat.com>, Sasha Chuzhoy <sasha@redhat.com>, Dmitry Tantsur <dtantsur@redhat.com>
Cc: Dan Radez <dradez@redhat.com>, Jakub Libosvar <jlibosva@redhat.com>, Toni Freger <tfreger@redhat.com>

Hi all!
 
Our CI Job (OSP14) fails on introspection, it used to be OK in the past, so it seems like something was changed since
then.
The host Job is running on is: titan64.lab.eng.tlv2.redhat.com Password: 1-8 
From Undercloud logs it looks like the root cause is this ERROR: 
 
------------------------------ LogPath:/var/log/containers/mistral/executor.log------------------------------ 
IsTracebackBlock:True 
BlockTuple:(11938, 11944) 
UniqueCounter:15 
BlockLinesSize:6 
 mistral.executors.default_executor Traceback (most recent call last): 
 mistral.executors.default_executor   File "/usr/lib/python2.7/site-packages/mistral/executors/default_executor.py", line
114, in run_action 
 mistral.executors.default_executor     result = action.run(action_ctx) 
 mistral.executors.default_executor   File "/usr/lib/python2.7/site-packages/mistral/actions/openstack/base.py", line 130,
in run 
 mistral.executors.default_executor     (self.__class__.__name__, self.client_method_name, str(e)) 
 mistral.executors.default_executor ActionException: BaremetalIntrospectionAction.wait_for_finish failed: Unable to
establish connection to https://192.168.24.2:13050/v1/introspection/f7340e07-a1b5-4519-811f-8e93f2681592:
('Connection aborted.', BadStatusLine("''",)) 
 
Can you please take a look?
 
Thanks!
 
 
 

Derek Higgins <derekh@redhat.com> Wed, May 29, 2019 at 1:55 PM
To: Arkady Shtempler <ashtempl@redhat.com>
Cc: Sasha Chuzhoy <sasha@redhat.com>, Dmitry Tantsur <dtantsur@redhat.com>, Dan Radez <dradez@redhat.com>,
Jakub Libosvar <jlibosva@redhat.com>, Toni Freger <tfreger@redhat.com>

On Tue, 28 May 2019 at 14:08, Arkady Shtempler <ashtempl@redhat.com> wrote: 
> 
> Hi all! 
> 
> Our CI Job (OSP14) fails on introspection, it used to be OK in the past, so it seems like something was changed since
then. 
> The host Job is running on is: titan64.lab.eng.tlv2.redhat.com Password: 1-8 
> From Undercloud logs it looks like the root cause is this ERROR: 
 
I suspect that this error isn't the problem and it more likely the 
switch config, 
 
When I reboot the "compute-1" vm on your host while looking for dhcp 
requests on the undercloud I see 
nothing at all. So the nic compute-1 is using for PXE doesn't appear 
to be on the same network as the undercloud provisioning network. 
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I managed to get onto the switch (config here[1] ), em5 on the switch 
is the nic connected to comp1vqfx0 but I can't figure out 
how to map that to xe-0/0/X so I don't know which interface config I 
should be looking at but iirc for introspection to work its 
native-vlan 
should be the same as what ever interface maps to em6 (unde0vqfx0) 
 
Also I don't see any juniper switch config details on the undercloud, 
I'm not familiar with what your job is testing 
but are you expecting the undercloud neutron to be configuring the 
switch? If so I guess its missing some neutron configs 
 
1 - https://goodsquishy.com/upload/64b90aa88d3f47cf4c15 
[Quoted text hidden]
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